Open Mic

An evening with stories, hip hop, dancing, poetry, music ...

Saturday | October 15th | 8 pm

Wild West | Alphornstraße 38 | 68169 Mannheim Neckarstadt-West
Tram: Carl-Benz-Straße or Neumarkt

THE TOPIC: HOME | THE RULES: There will be some basic technical equipment (turntable, microphone, notebook), but that’s it! Your contribution mustn’t be longer than 10 minutes and should be acoustic, in English or German or any other language with translations to English or German. No racist – homophobic – sexist – discriminatory content!
Please register until October 6th, 2016 by sending an email to: rrm-openmic@bermudafunk.org with the title of your contribution, genre, your name, if you need any technical equipment, contact info! There might be some room for spontaneous contributions – but don’t rely on that!
The program will be recorded and broadcasted at bermuda.funk.

www.bermudafunk.org

Refugee Radio Rhein-Neckar & bermuda.funk present:

www.bermudafunk.org
bermuda.funk is the community/free radio station of the Rhein-Neckar region. Since the year 2000, bermuda.funk provides the region with a regular radio program run by volunteers.  
Want to join? Come by and make your own contribution!

**Program**

11 am – 2 pm  
*Radio Interview Workshop* Altes Volksbad

3 pm – 5 pm  
*Jingle-Promo-Production AudioEditing Seminar Room & Studio 3* Altes Volksbad

4 pm – 6 pm  
*Recording Session* at Studio 1 & 2 at the Alte Feuerwache: Come by, bring some music with you and record greetings!

7 pm  
*frei.raum Radio Listening Session* with drinks and snacks Wild West

8 pm  
*Open Mic* at Wild West

**Locations**

**Altes Volksbad** | bermuda.funk room | Mittelstraße 42 (please ring the door bell, someone will let you in!) 68169 Mannheim Neckarstadt-West  
Tram: Neumarkt

**Alte Feuerwache** | North entrance | Brückenstraße 2–4 68167 Mannheim  
Tram: Alter Messplatz

**Wild West** | Alphornstraße 38 68169 Mannheim Neckarstadt-West  
Tram: Carl-Benz-Straße or Neumarkt

MA 89,6 MHz | HD 105,4 MHz | Kabel 107,45 MHz

and on the Internet at www.bermudafunk.org